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ELI LEV 
At the center of the most potent folk music is a shamanistic vessel that's 
traveled miles in the outside world and miles within his or her emotional interior 
to emerge with music that instantly breaks down walls and opens hearts.

Folk singer-songwriter Eli Lev beholds the gifts of such journeys. He's a searcher, 
a sage, and a storyteller with a message of unity in song. He pens hymns for 
everyday enlightenment—songs that resonate because they're heartfelt, 
earthy, and they offer wisdom culled from self-discovery. His latest two-album 
release, All Roads East and Way Out West, imaginatively and intrepidly connect 
spheres and generations with a body of work that's irresistibly uplifting, 
emotionally resonant, and groundbreaking.

“When I've been on the road, and I can't speak the language, I've always been 
able to play a song and suddenly everyone's singing and dancing. There's a 
connection there, and, in that instant, there is a community,” marvels the 
Washington, D.C.-based artist.

Eli's infectious musicality, commitment to deep grooves, and his charisma foster 
an immersive experience for the audience that moves bodies and hearts. Eli 
says: “The most meaningful thing for me is being able to express what I always 
felt about humanity and community through my music. I want to bring people in, 
make them feel special, and break down the walls that keep us apart.”

eli@eli-lev.com                                                    (301) 467-6615

Indie-Folk Americana Music for the Soul

Listen to the future indie folk rock single: 'One Road'

www.soundcloud.com/elilevmusic/one-road

ELILEVMUSIC 

Making Space (indie folk Americana)

Go Down (southern gothic funk rock) 

Chasing Daylight ( upbeat country pop)

Tumblin (hip hop electronic country power ballad) 

Jack Johnson and James Taylor cross paths with Radiohead and Johnny Cash in an old-growth forest.

Kennedy Center Millennium Stage

CBS Radio News Weekend Roundup 

Washington DC Folk Life Festival 

Songbyrd Cafe and Music House

Notable Performances
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